ISSUES AND CANDIDATES

This country belongs to the people who live in it. Everything above and below ground indicates that this country was made for everybody. It holds the material resources of the world. No one should be without a good home and clothing because of ignorance or inability to work. The millions of acres of fertile soil and the millions of acres of forest are there for everyone to get. The largest and most valuable property owned by every citizen should be used to benefit the community as a whole. The high cost of living is due to the fact that the workers are not getting the full value of what they are producing. The workers are the real owners of the means of production and should control the industries.

Well—if they cannot afford it, why not?

Written for The Herald by Allan L. Denson

The high cost of living is due to the fact that the workers are not getting the full value of what they are producing. The workers are the real owners of the means of production and should control the industries.

Keir Hardie Fills the Biggest Halls

Text of His Milwaukee Address—Wonderful Debs and Seldel Meeting in New York—Notes of the Campaign

Remarkable Article in Lutheran Journal Points Radicals of Biblical History As Church's Foundation!
The American Radical Politician is a Conscious or Unconscious Fraud

A "radical" politician, when in power, is only too willing to put the national interest above the interests of the many who elected him to office. He is willing to take the risk of alienating his constituents if it means gaining national support. He may be conscious or unconscious in his actions, but either way, he is motivated by a desire for personal gain and political power.

Notes of the National Campaign

[Listing of campaign notes]

Politics Only a Means to Economic End

By Norman Glickman

[Discussion of the economic implications of politics]

Whiskey Costs Only 12c a Gallon

A recent report from the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms indicates that the cost of whiskey is significantly lower than previously thought. This is good news for consumers, as it means lower prices at the bar.

Radicals Were the Church's Foundation

[Historical discussion of the role of radicals in the church's foundation]
The Hellish Backers of Roosevelt

BY MARY BOLTON BURBANK

When one's money goes to pay for street cars, to pay for electric lights, to pay for the doings of the Democratic party, it is a very well known fact that one is backing the Democratic party. The people who are backing the Democratic party are the people who are backing the Hellish Backers of Roosevelt.

The Hellish Backers of Roosevelt are the people who are paying the expenses of the Democratic party. They are the people who are backing the Democratic party in its efforts to get the bread out of the pockets of the working people.

The Hellish Backers of Roosevelt are the people who are backing the Democratic party in its efforts to get the money out of the pockets of the working people.
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The Hellish Backers of Roosevelt are the people who are backing the Democratic party in its efforts to get the money out of the pockets of the working people.
A Landslide That Should Come to Us

By A. M. Emmons

Washington, D.C., June 30

There are few words more applicable to our political situation than the words, "a landslide that should come to us." They are applicable now, and they will be applicable in the future, for our political situation is one of virtual disaster.

The landslide that should come to us is the landslide of public opinion. The public has decided that the time has come for a change. The public has decided that the time has come for a new administration. The public has decided that the time has come for a new policy. The public has decided that the time has come for a new direction.

The landslide that should come to us is the landslide of popular support. The people have come to the conclusion that the government has failed them. They have come to the conclusion that the government has let them down. They have come to the conclusion that the government has betrayed them. They have come to the conclusion that the government has failed them.

The landslide that should come to us is the landslide of defeat for the Republican Party. The Republicans have been defeated in the past, but they have never been defeated as completely as they have been defeated in the present.

The landslide that should come to us is the landslide of election results. The Republicans have lost control of the House of Representatives. The Republicans have lost control of the Senate. The Republicans have lost control of the presidency.

The landslide that should come to us is the landslide of public sentiment. The people are no longer satisfied with the government as it is. They are no longer content with the policies as they are. They are no longer happy with the administration as it is.

The landslide that should come to us is the landslide of the future. The future belongs to the people. The future belongs to the public. The future belongs to the voters. The future belongs to the landslide that should come to us.

Pennsylvania

The landslide that should come to us is the landslide of Pennsylvania. The landslide of Pennsylvania is significant. The landslide of Pennsylvania is important. The landslide of Pennsylvania is a landslide that should come to us.

The landslide that should come to us is the landslide of the Pennsylvania House of Representatives. The Republican Party has lost control of the Pennsylvania House of Representatives. The landslide that should come to us is a landslide of public opinion. The landslide that should come to us is a landslide of popular support. The landslide that should come to us is a landslide of defeat for the Republican Party. The landslide that should come to us is a landslide of election results. The landslide that should come to us is a landslide of public sentiment. The landslide that should come to us is a landslide of the future.

The landslide that should come to us is the landslide of Pennsylvania. The landslide of Pennsylvania is significant. The landslide of Pennsylvania is important. The landslide of Pennsylvania is a landslide that should come to us.

The landslide that should come to us is the landslide of the Pennsylvania House of Representatives. The Republican Party has lost control of the Pennsylvania House of Representatives.